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Abstract. We describe a new experimental approach whereby an indoor
flying robot evolves the ability to navigate in a textured room using
only visual information and neuromorphic control. The architecture of a
spiking neural circuit, which is connected to the vision system and to the
motors, is genetically encoded and evolved on the physical robot without
human intervention. The flying robot consists of a small wireless airship
equipped with a linear camera and a set of sensors used to measure
its performance. Evolved spiking circuits can manage to fly the robot
around the room by exploiting a combination of visual features, robot
morphology, and interaction dynamics.

1 Bio-Inspired Vision for Flying Robots

Our goal is to develop vision-based navigation systems for autonomous minia-
ture (below 80 cm, 50 g) flying robots [1]. Some research teams are working on
even smaller dimensions [2,3,4], but their efforts are essentially concentrated on
mechatronics issues. A major challenge for miniature flying robots is the abil-
ity to navigate autonomously in complex environments. Conventional distance
sensors (laser, ultrasonic) cannot be used for these systems because of their
weight. Vision is an interesting sensor modality because it can be lightweight
and low-power. However, the mainstream approach to computer vision, based
on segmentation, object extraction, and pattern recognition, is not always suit-
able for small behavioural systems that are unable to carry powerful processors
and related energy sources.

An alternative consists in taking inspiration from simple circuits and adaptive
mechanisms used by living organisms [5]. A pioneering work in this direction
was achieved by Franceschini et al. [6], who developed a wheeled robot with
a vision system inspired upon the visual system of the fly. The 10 kg synchro-
drive robot featured an artificial compound eye with 100 discrete photoreceptors
and was able to freely navigate at about 50 cm/s toward a light source while
avoiding randomly arranged obstacles. Other successful realisations followed (for
review, see [7]), but unlike the robot by Franceschini et al., where computation
was executed onboard by analog electronics, those machines demanded more
computing power and were therefore linked to offboard computers for image
processing. More recent work uses bio-inspired visual algorithms in flying agents,
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Fig. 1. Evolutionary vision-based robots. Left : The Khepera robot equipped with a lin-
ear camera (16 pixels, 36◦ FOV) was positioned in an arena with randomly sized black
and white stripes. Random size was used to prevent development of trivial solutions
whereby the control system would use the size of the stripes to measure distance from
walls and self-motion. The robot was connected to a workstation through rotating con-
tacts that provided serial data transmission and power supply. Right : The blimp-like
flying robot, provided with a similar linear camera (16 pixels, 150◦ FOV), is closed in
a 5x5x3 m room with randomly sized black and white stripes on the walls. The serial
data transmission is handled by a BluetoothTM wireless connection and power supply
by an onboard battery.

but these developments have been limited to tethered aircraft [8] and simulated
flight [9].

The control systems of the robots mentioned above were ‘hand-designed’.
Some authors proposed to evolve vision-based navigation capabilities [10,11]. For
example, Huber applied genetic algorithms to simulated 2D agents [12]. Those
agents were equipped with only four photoreceptors making up two elementary
motion detectors (EMD), symmetrically placed on each side of the agent. The
parameters of those EMDs as well as the position and field of view (FOV) of
the photoreceptors were evolved. The best individuals could successfully navi-
gate in a simulated corridor with textured walls and obstacles. The simulation
was rather simple though, especially because inertial forces were not taken into
consideration.

In previous work [13], we evolved the architecture of spiking neural networks
capable of steering a vision-based, wheeled robot. A Khepera robot with a linear
camera was asked to navigate in a rectangular arena with textured walls (figure
1, left). The best individuals were capable of moving forward and avoiding walls
very reliably. However, the complexity of the dynamics of this terrestrial robot
is much simpler than that of flying agents.

In this paper, we extend that approach to a flying robot (figure 1, right) that
is expected to navigate within a room using only visual information. Genetic
algorithms [14] are used to evolve the architecture of a spiking circuit, which
connects low resolution visual input to the motors of a small indoor airship.
Notice that other teams are using blimps for studying insect-like vision-based
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navigation [15,16], but none of them are applying the concepts of evolutionary
robotics [17].

In the following section, we describe the main challenges of running evolution
with real flying systems and give an overview of the experimental setup. Section
3 summarizes the evolutionary and neural dynamics. The results are presented
in section 4. Finally, a discussion and future work description are given in section
5.

Fig. 2. The blimp features an ellipsoid envelope (100x60x45 cm) filled with helium for
a lift capacity of approximately 250 g. On top and below the envelope are attached
frames made of carbon fibre rods that support six bumpers (4 on top and 2 below)
for collision detection. It is equipped with three engines (miniature DC motor, gear,
propeller): two for horizontal movement (forward, backward and rotation around yaw
axis) and one for vertical movement. In order to measure the relative forward airspeed,
an anemometer (free rotating balsa-wood propeller with a mouse optical encoder) has
been mounted on top of the envelope. The system is able to qualitatively measure
airspeeds above 5 cm/s. A distance sensor has been mounted below the gondola and
oriented toward the floor for altitude control in the preliminary experiments.

2 Experimental Setup

Evolving aerial robots brings a new set of challenges. The major issues of de-
veloping (evolving, learning) a control system for an airship, with respect to a
wheeled robot, are (1) the extension to three dimensions1, (2) the impossibility
to communicate to a computer via cables, (3) the difficulty of defining and mea-
suring performance, and (4) the more complex dynamics. For example, while the
Khepera is controlled in speed, the blimp is controlled in thrust (speed deriva-
tive) and can slip sideways. Moreover, inertial and aerodynamic forces play a
major role. Artificial evolution is a promising method to automatically develop
1 Although the first experiments described hereafter are limited to 2D by the use of a
pre-designed altitude regulator.
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Fig. 3. Left: The blimp and its main components: the anemometer on top of the en-
velope, the linear camera pointing forward with 150◦ FOV giving a horizontal image
of the vertical stripes, the bumpers and propellers. Right: Contrast detection is per-
formed by selecting 16 equally spaced photoreceptors and filtering them through a
Laplace filter spanning three photoreceptors. Filtered values are then rectified by tak-
ing the absolute value and scaling them in the range [0,1]. These values represent the
probability of emitting a spike for each corresponding neuron. A linear camera fixed
on the gondola is the only source of information for the evolutionary spiking network.

control systems for complex robots [17], but it requires machines that are capable
of moving for long periods of time without human intervention and withstand
shocks.

Those requirements led us to the development of the blimp shown in fig-
ure 2. All onboard electronic components are connected to a Microchip PICTM

microcontroller with a wireless connection to a desktop computer. The bidirec-
tional digital communication with the computer is handled by a BluetoothTM

radio module, allowing more than 15 m range. The energy is provided by a
Lithium-Ion battery, which lasts more than 3 hours under normal operation,
during evolutionary runs. For purpose of analysis, the evolutionary algorithm
and spiking circuits are implemented on the desktop computer which exchanges
sensory data and motor commands with the blimp every 100 ms.2

In these experiments, a simple linear camera is attached in front of the gon-
dola (figure 3), pointing forward. The fish-eye-view lens gives a horizontal 150◦

FOV mapped onto 16 photoreceptors (subsampled from about 50 active pixels)
whose activations are convolved with a Laplace filter. The Laplace filter detects
contrast over three adjacent photoreceptors.

2 An adapted form of the evolutionary algorithm and spiking circuit could be run on
the onboard microcontroller [18], but data analysis would be limited.
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Fig. 4. Network architecture (only a few neurons and connections are shown) and
genetic representation of one neuron. Left : A conventional representation showing the
network architecture. Four neurons, two for each side, are used to set the speeds of the
two horizontal propellers in a push-pull mode. Right : The same network unfolded in
time (neurons as circles, synaptic connections as squares). The neurons on the column
receive signals from connected neurons and photoreceptors shown on the top row. The
first part of the row includes the same neurons at the previous time step to show the
connections among neurons. Sensory neurons do not have interconnections. The signs
of the neurons (white = excitatory, black = inhibitory) and their connectivity pattern
is encoded in the genetic string and evolved.

3 Evolving Spiking Circuits

The evolutionary method and the spiking controller are very similar to what is
described in [13]. The connectivity pattern and neuron signs of a network of 10
spiking neurons connected to 16 spiking visual receptors is genetically encoded
and evolved using a standard genetic algorithm [14] with a population of 60
individuals sequentially evaluated on the same physical robot. The architecture
is genetically represented by a binary string composed of a series of blocks, each
block corresponding to a neuron. The first bit of a block encodes the sign of
the corresponding neuron (1, -1) and the remaining 26 bits encode the pres-
ence/absence (1, 0) of a connection from the 10 neurons and from the 16 visual
receptors (figure 4). The synaptic strengths of all existing connections are set to
1. The spiking neuron model includes the response profile of synaptic and neu-
ron membranes to incoming spikes, time delays to account for axon length, and
membrane recovery profile of the refractory period [19]. The parameter values
for the equations are predefined and fixed for all networks (no tuning has been
done on these parameter values).

The population of 60 individuals is evolved using rank-based truncated se-
lection, one-point crossover, bit mutation, and elitism [17]. The genetic strings
of the first generation are initialised randomly. After ranking the individuals ac-
cording to their measured fitness values, the top 15 individuals produce 4 copies
each to create a new population of the same size and are randomly paired for
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crossover. One-point crossover is applied to each pair with probability 0.1 and
each individual is then mutated by switching the value of a bit with probability
0.05 per bit. Finally, a randomly selected individual is substituted by the original
copy of the best individual of the previous generation (elitism).

Each individual of the population is tested on the robot two times for 40 sec-
onds each (400 sensory-motor steps). The behaviour of an individual is evaluated
by mean of the anemometer, which rotation speed is approximately proportional
to the forward motion. The fitness function is thus the amount of estimated for-
ward motion v̂ at every time step t (100 ms) averaged over all T time steps
available (T=800):

Φ =
1
T

T∑

t

v̂t (1)

After each 40 s test, a preprogrammed random movement of 5 seconds is
executed to create a randomised initial situation for the next test.

4 Results

We performed five evolutionary runs, each starting with a different random ini-
tialisation (figure 5, top left). All best evolved individuals of the five runs devel-
oped efficient strategies in less than 20 generations (2-3 days) to navigate around
the room in the forward direction. Interestingly, walls are actively used by the
robot to stabilise the trajectory. The fitness function (section 3) does not ask in-
dividuals to avoid walls, but only to maximise forward motion. The anemometer
rotates only if the forward component of the speed vector is not null.

The trajectory of a typical best individual is shown on the top right plot
of figure 5. It starts with a rotational movement due to the previous random
movement (a) and keeps rotating until it hits a wall, which stabilises its course
(b). It then moves straight forward until a wall is hit frontally (c), the motors
are turned off, and the robot bumps backward. When the robot is free from the
wall, the motors are turned on to move forward. Once again, a wall is used to
stabilise the course and the same strategy is repeated over and over again.

The evolved spiking circuit clearly reacts when it hits the wall by turning off
the motors, although the only input to the neural network is vision data. This
behaviour can be seen also in the pattern of motor activity shown in the bottom
graphs of figure 5, which indicates a strong correlation between a collision event3

and change of motor speeds. It is quite remarkable that such a simple evolved
spiking circuit is able to detect collisions with so poor visual information about
the environment, using only 16 photoreceptors as input.
3 Note that with the current setup, it is not possible to know which of the six bumpers
is in contact with the walls. As a consequence, we cannot distinguish between a
frontal and a side collision.
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Fig. 5. Top left : Average fitness values of five evolutionary runs (best fitness = crosses,
average fitness = circles). Each data point is the average of five evolutionary runs
starting with different random initialisation of the chromosomes. Top right : Hand-
drawn estimation of the typical path of the selected best individual (solid line = forward
movement; dashed line = backward movement; small curves = front collision; cross
and circle = place of collision with left back bumper). Bottom: Performance of the best
selected individual during two minutes. The upper graph shows collisions, as detected
by the bumpers. The second graph shows an approximation of the forward speed, as
measured with the anemometer. The motor graphs show the forward thrust of the
propellers, which is given by the neural network output (‘Motors’ is the average of
both motors). Each vertical line indicates the start of a collision. Multiple collisions on
the topgraph are generated by the switches of the bumpers as the robot touches the
walls.
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5 Conclusion

These initial explorations with simple neuromorphic vision controllers for flying
robots indicate that artificial evolution can discover efficient (and unexpected)
solutions that capitalize on a combination of visual information and interac-
tion dynamics between the physical system and its environment. These evolved
solutions can not only encompass visual mechanisms already discovered in in-
sects (such as forms of elementary motion detection), but also incorporate new
“tricks” that may, or may not, be used by biological flying organisms.

In current work, we are investigating the behavioural effects of different types
of imaging devices (such as aVLSI retina) and preprocessing filters (temporal,
spatial, spatio-temporal, EMDs, etc.). A 3D flight simulator under development
will help us to speed up evolutionary runs, let the sensor morphology evolve along
with the controller, but will require proper handling of the issues related to the
differences between simulation and real world. This last point will probably be
approached by evolving hebbian-like synaptic plasticity, which we have shown to
support fast self-adaptation to changing environments [20]. Eventually, our goal
is to apply this approach to indoor slow flyers with wings [1], instead of airships.
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